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IMPORTANT CHANGES TO DYSON 
From 25th April 2018, Dyson are changing the way they sell floorcare in the UK and Republic of Ireland. These changes will affect 
every Dyson reseller including independents and are being introduced by Dyson to make consumer choice easier. Dyson hope the 
changes will result in consumers buying a product based on their needs rather than being confused by constant promotions and 
ever changing “Save” messages. To achieve this they are streamlining their routes to market and their product range.
After 24th April 2018 Connect Distribution will no longer be able to sell Dyson floorcare finished goods to our trade customers. 
This includes all full sized corded uprights and cylinders, cordless handsticks, and handhelds. Additionally, Dyson are repositioning 
retail pricing in order to achieve a clear £50 SSP trade up between models in the range. The range will be sold at consistent 
everyday pricing rather than following a high-low promotional pricing calendar;

These changes affect floorcare finished goods only. Dyson Environmental Control and Dyson spares remain unchanged. 
Connect will continue to be the exclusive distributor to the independent trade for all Dyson Environmental Control products (AM06 
& AM07 Air Multiplier fans, AM09 Hot & Cool, DP01 TP02 & HP02 Hot & Cool ) which remain available for all our customers to 
purchase as normal at trade prices.
Connect would like to take this opportunity to thank our trade customers, many of whom have been proud and loyal Dyson 
Independent Dealers,  from the early days of DC01 right through to the latest V8 Absolute. We are sorry we will no longer be able to 
offer you Dyson floorcare products. However we remain committed to supporting independents with the widest range of vacuums, 
consumables and spares at very competitive prices. Watch this space for new lines arriving soon!

Questions 
Q: Why has Connect taken the decision to stop selling Dyson vacuums? Are you concerned about quality?
A: Dyson has decided to change how it sells floorcare in the UK and Eire. It was not our decision. Dyson offer premium floorcare 
products designed to deliver excellent cleaning performance. They remain of the highest quality fully guaranteed for up to 5 years to 
give customer peace of mind.

Q: Can I still order Dyson vacuums before 25th April? What if the product I need is out of stock?
A: Please continue to purchase as usual, although some lines will go out of stock as we approach April 25th. We will endeavour to 
obtain stocks wherever possible although please bear in mind some models are now discontinued ( eg V8 Absolute, V6 Trigger) and 
others will change to a lower market price (e.g V7 Motorhead, V8 Animal) Back orders may not be permitted on some lines.

Q: I am a Dyson Centre of Excellence/Approved dealer. Will I still be able to claim rebates on my existing stock?
A: Yes. Please register products as normal. Rebates will continue to be paid by Dyson via the Dyson Indie Scheme.

Q: I have a Dyson vacuum that has been returned as faulty. Will I be able to get this exchanged?
A: Yes. The Independent Exchange Procedure will remain in place for all Dyson products. Please contact the Independent Exchange 
team at Dyson on 01666 828179. 

Q: Will Connect be able to supply me if I order bulk quantities/pallet quantities of Dyson vacuums?
A: No. We will no longer be able to sell Dyson floorcare products to the trade regardless of quantity.

Model Current SSP* New SSP*

V7 Motorhead £369.99 £249.99

V7 Animal £419.99 £299.99

V8 Animal £469.99 £349.99

Light Ball Multi Floor £339.99 £199.99

Dyson Ball Multi Floor £339.99 £199.99

V7 Trigger £269.99 £199.99

*Please note all pricing is at the discretion of the retailer

“We will still continue to be the
exclusive distributor of all Dyson
Environmental Control products”.

“We will still continue to be No 1. 
supplier for Dyson Floorcare Spare 
Parts & Accessories”.
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